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The best, most delicious and easiest recipes fromÂ  Americaâ€™s favorite baking mix! Since 1930,

home cooks have relied on Bisquick to make delicious, home-baked treats and meals in a snap.

This new collection brings together 175 classic and contemporary recipes youâ€™ll love, like Thai

Chicken with Spicy Peanut Sauce, Overnight Blintz Bake, Triple Cheese Flatbread, and Banana

Sâ€™mores.Â Â Â Included are delicious appetizer, breakfast, bread, dinner, and dessert recipes,

so thereâ€™s something for every occasion. Also featured are the much-loved Impossibly Easy

Pies, which makes their own crust during baking; families will want to try Easy Barbeque Chicken

Pie for a fun twist on dinner. All Bisquick varieties are hereâ€”classic, Heart-Health, and

Gluten-Freeâ€”so everyone can enjoy these special dishes. With 125 stunning photos, this collection

is both inspiring and infinitely useful.
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I hesitated ordering this thinking that for the price it would not be a quality printed cookbook, the

quality of the paper is extraordinary for a cookbook at this price point. I'm more than pleasantly

surprised.~A great sized font for reading.~Columned ingredients next to the directions, nutritional

charting with exchanges listed, carbohydrate choices.~Prep Time and Start to Finish time listed right

under the recipe title.~Helpful Hints at the bottom of most of recipes highlighted in a bright

eye-catching yellow.~Beautifully styled pictures with most of the recipes.~A well laid out index.



Including Gluten Free Recipes.~Icon in color at the top left edge page, (great for thumbing through)

that indicated a Quick recipe.~Icon in color at the top left edge page that indicate a Calorie

Controlled recipe. (see following examples)~Complete/One dish meals of 550 calories or less.~Main

Dishes/plain meat/main dish salad/soups/stews/chilies: 400 calories or less.~Side Dish/Side Dish

Salad/Snack/Bread/Appetizer: 200 calories or less.~Desserts: 200 calories or less.I'm an avid

cookbook reader/former collector, now I'm quite selective which cookbooks find space on my

shelves, this cookbook is not only a pleasure to read, but there are so many different recipes I'm

prompted to make within this book. Ingredients within the recipes of this wonderful cookbook are

easily available in most kitchen pantries, refrigerators, freezers or easily found in our grocery stores.

This is the cookbook that I willbe grabbing when I can't decide or need to be inspired as to what to

make and want a concise tasty-quick-to-prepare meal or snack to serve to my family.I was NOT

given this book by Betty Crocker nor am I a professional reviewer. I am a former cookbook collector,

retired, Wife, Mother and Grandmother who has loved to bake and cook for many, many years.

I bought this for a friend who is in the military and trying to feed a family of 5 along with a lot of

bisquick. My friend reports the recipe book is AWESOME and so is the bisquick! Thanks  for making

it easy to help my friend!!

My husband cooks for me now that I am ill and he loves this cookbook. The recipes are easy to

follow and they are all very tasty. I have to go on a diet now.

This is a perfect laid out book of recipes and has great ideas to cook by using Bisquick and cooking

ideas.

there is so many meals you can make in time at all. You really need to try this book.

This is easy to use and perfect for the busy days when you need to put together a breakfast, lunch,

or dinner. With many photos, easy to read print, and common ingredients you won't be

disappointed.

Every bisquick recipe you ever looked for is in here!

They don't have Bisquick in Australia, but my daughter-in-law wanted to know how I made biscuits --



their scones. I sent her this for her birthday and she got the recipe for Bisquick itself on the internet:

My son and his whole family are now enjoying a whole plethora of American Bisquick-based

recipes!
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